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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in AT&T CollaborateSM.  To ensure we can optimize AT&T Collaborate on 
your network, it’s mandatory that you pass the Network Assessment Tool.  

Please follow the instructions in this guide to complete and pass the test.

For questions or help, please contact AT&T Collaborate Concierge or call 877.246.0847 (option 1)

Network Assessment Test

✓ Speed Test
✓Determines the download/upload speed to support high quality VoIP 
✓ Percentage value to produce constant stream of data 

✓ Capacity UDP
✓ Line capacity test measures the maximum capacity without the 

overhead of TCP
✓Define thresholds required for download/upload capacity

✓ VoIP UDP
✓ Tests for and reports on jitter and packet loss for VoIP test calls

✓ Firewall

✓ Checks if specific ports required to provide Collaborate service are open on the 
customer firewall

✓ Measures the response time for packets sent/received through the firewall 
ports 
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Browsers Operation system(s) Hardware

❑ Internet Explorer

❑ Edge

❑ Chrome

❑ Mozilla Firefox

❑ Safari

❑ Opera

You must ensure that your browsers 
cookies are deleted:

Instructions to delete cookies in IE 
Instructions to delete cookies in 
Mozilla Firefox 

❑ Windows 
2000/XP/2003/ 
Vista/2008/7/10

❑ Linux/UNIX

❑ MAC OS X

❑ GHZCPU

❑ 1 GB of memory 
available.

❑ The Network 
Assessment Tool must 
be able to pass through 
the firewall on various IP 
Ports. This may require 
firewall and/or access 
control list settings.
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Quick check: requirements

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/278835
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/delete-cookies-remove-info-websites-stored


Four easy steps: quick and simple

1. Receive test link in 
email

2. Site location contact 
conducts test on site

3. Ensure each location 
passes test

4. Correct failed items 

✓ Provide your site 
location contact email 
to your Sales contact 
who will trigger the 
Network Assessment 
test.

✓ Your company 
Administrator can also 
trigger the Network 
Assessment test from 
the Business Center 
Portal (see slide #8).

✓ The Network 
Assessment test is to 
be conducted only by 
the contact on the 
email.

✓ It only takes  minutes 
to run the test.

✓ If you have questions 
about running the 
test, please see slide 
#5.

✓ Correct all items with 
red/yellow/white 
circles.

✓ Re-take the test to get 
all green lights.

✓ Pass = all green 
circles.
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Helpful tips

General Firewall

✓ You must ensure that your browsers cookies are 
deleted:

Instructions to delete cookies in IE 
Instructions to delete cookies in Mozilla Firefox 

✓ The test must be run on the Internet Broadband 
connection that will be used with AT&T (wired 
or wireless).

✓ Do not download large files or stream data on 
the computer while running the Network 
Assessment test.

✓ Video and file transfers could impact the 
Network Assessment test results.

✓ The Network Assessment tool will require use 
of bandwidth, which may reduce available 
bandwidth for your existing services during the 
test. AT&T will not be responsible for any 
impact the tool may have on your existing 
telephony services during the test.

✓ To run the following tests, these Ports must be 
open:

• Firewall test: UDP port 5060

• Speed test: TCP, ports 20000, 20001

• VoIP test: UDP, ports 20000, 20001, UDP 
port 5060 (SIP test)

• Capacity test: UDP, port 8090

✓ The following ports must be used by the service 
and are verified with the Network Assessment 
test: 

• TCP 80, 443, 1081, 5222, 8443, 2208-2209

• UDP 53, 123, 8090, 16384 – 32767*

• TCP/UDP 5060, 5061, 5075, 5076

• SIP ALG MUST BE TURN OFF

* Twelve random ports within this range are checked instead of all 16,383. 
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https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/278835
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/delete-cookies-remove-info-websites-stored


Step by step guide



Network Assessment Tool digital notification

The Network Assessment test is to be 
completed from the actual service 
address location.
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Action needed: Run the Network Assessment tool for AT&T Collaborate

Dear Mr./Ms. Customer:

Thank you for choosing AT&T Collaborate™. To confirm that your network 
can support AT&T Collaborate, run the Network Assessment tool. This tool 
identifies potential issues that should be addressed before you install AT&T 
Collaborate. Running the Network Assessment tool generates nominal 
network traffic.
The assessment results are:

•Stored in a highly-secure manner.
•Used only to determine whether your network can support AT&T 
Collaborate.
•Available only to authorized company representatives and AT&T technical 
support staff.
Before you begin, make sure you're running the Network Assessment tool on 
a computer that has a wired connection to the same location where you will 
have AT&T Collaborate installed.

To open the Network Assessment tool, click NAT. If your test results indicate 
you need to take action, please contact AT&T Collaborate Concierge Support 
team or call 877.246.0847 (option 1). 

For help, contact your AT&T representative.
Thank you for choosing us,
AT&T

http://networkassessment.att.com/collaborate.html
mailto:g04328@att.com


Network Assessment Tool: Business Center

Your Company Administrator can trigger the 
Network Assessment Tool from Business 
Center.

Step 1: Log into Business Center.

Step 2: From the dashboard, click “Network 
Inventory”.

Step 3: Choose the site  you want to run the 
Network Assessment Tool.

Step 4: Click Actions.

Step 5: Click on the Assess Network.

Step 6: Populate the information and a link 
will be emailed to run the Network 
Assessment Tool.
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Network Assessment Process: step 1
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Click “ Start Test”

Run the Network Assessment Tool Link.

• Complete fields marked mandatory* 
(Customer Name and Site Location).

• Complete optional field if information is 
available (Collaborate order number) .

• Click “Start Test”.

* Please do not add any symbols in the customer name/site 
location fields. (Example: AT&T must be entered in as ATT) 



Network Assessment Process: step 2
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Click “Run”

Run the Network Assessment Tool 

• Click “Run” to enable client testing.



Network Assessment Process: step 3
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Click “Yes” 

Allow app to continue the testing service

• Click “Yes” to allow testing.



Network Assessment Process: step 3a
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Run the Network Assessment Tool 

• Your browser will start the testing service.



Network Assessment process: step 4

Green is confirmation that the Network 
Assessment Tool can reach your Broadband 
Internet connection to perform the Tests .
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Click “Start Test” 



Network Assessment process: step 5
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VoIP Line test - the VoIP call is simulated to 
assess jitter and packet loss for the 
connection.  Collected metrics are used in 
generating a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 
value. 

The MOS provides a numerical indication of 
the perceived quality from the users' 
perspective of received media after 
compression and/or transmission. 

The MOS is expressed as a single number in 
the range 1 to 5, where 1 is lowest perceived 
audio quality, and 5 is the highest perceived 
audio quality.
a. What range should I be in?
i. Jitter - <=2ms
ii. Packet loss - <= 0.50%
iii. MOS - >=3.5

SIP ALG Firewall must be NO.
Service will not work with SIP ALG ON



Network Assessment process: step 6

Speed Test - tests the speed and quality of 
the user’s Internet connection.  

Bandwidth is the maximum rate at which 
your network can transfer data. 

It is one of the key factors in the overall 
network assessment test since it determines 
how many concurrent phone calls a 
connection can support.
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Network Assessment process: step 7

The upload capacity is the upload capability 
of the connection.  It is the maximum 
amount of data the connection can send 
(upload), measured  in megabits per second 
(Mbps). This number is typically lower than 
your download speed and reflects the actual 
upload bandwidth available to the local 
computer.

The download capacity is the download 
capability of the connection. It is the 
maximum amount of data the connection 
can receive (download), measured in 
megabits per second (Mbps).  This number is 
typically higher than your upload speed and 
reflects the actual download bandwidth 
available to the local computer
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Network Assessment process: step 8

The DHCP Service Availability test checks if 
a DHCP Server is available on the network, 
and if determines which DHCP Server 
options are presented (e.g. DNS IP’s,  and 
NTP Servers. )
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Network Assessment process: step 9
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The VOIP Download line graph 

The red graph indicates the delay 
reported over the duration of the test.

The blue graph is the transfer speed in 
kbps over the duration of the test.



Network Assessment process: step 10
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Round Trip Time Consistency: Round trip 
time for the packets used in each test case 
measured between the client and Network 
Assessment Appliance.



Network Assessment process: step 11
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The results for the tests are all Green

Based upon these results your 
environment will work with  AT&T 
Collaborate for a quality voice call.



Review and send result from tool to AT&T support via email
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Network Assessment process: step 11a

After selecting:
“Click For Results”

The tool will display the results 
on the web page.

If you are working with AT&T support  
or would like to email the results to 
your AT&T support contact.

Select “Click here to email results to 
support  team”.

IP address displayed



Date: Mon Aug 13 15:55:16 EDT 2018 
Session ID: nosid 
Name:
IP Address: 135.28.111.207 
Speed Test Results 
Download Speed: 18.89Mbps 
Upload Speed: 18.43Mbps 
Consistency of Service: 91% 
Up Consistency of Service: 97% 
Average RTT: 46ms 
RTT Consistency: 88% 
Max Pause: 39ms 
Avg Pause: 2ms 
Bandwidth: 53.97Mbps 
Route Speed: 11.92Mbps 
Forced Idle: 80% 
VoIP Test Results 
Upstream Jitter: 0.0952ms 
Downstream Jitter: 0.1524ms 
Max Upstream Jitter: 12.11ms 
Max Downstream Jitter: 14.28ms 
Upstream Packet Loss: 0% 
Downstream Packet Loss: 0% 

Packet Discards: 0% 
SIP Register: -1ms 
SIP Invite: -1ms 
SIP Bye: -1ms 
MOS Score: 4.2 
SIP ALG: N
Capacity Test Results 
Download Capacity: 13.75Mbps 
Upload Capacity: 12.27Mbps 
Consistency of Service: 97% 
Firewall Test (avg/min/max) 
TCP Port 443: 110 ms / 110 ms / 110 ms 
TCP Port 80: 35 ms / 35 ms / 35 ms 
TCP Port 5060-5061: 112 ms / 109 ms / 115 ms 
TCP Port 5075-5076: 110 ms / 109 ms / 111 ms 
UDP Port 5075-5076: 37 ms / 33 ms / 41 ms 
UDP Port 5060-5061: 33 ms / 32 ms / 34 ms 
UDP Port 123: 111 ms / 111 ms / 111 ms 
UDP Port 53: 31 ms / 31 ms / 31 ms 
TCP Port 5222: 108 ms / 108 ms / 108 ms 
TCP Port 8443: 110 ms / 110 ms / 110 ms 
TCP Port 2208-2209: 124 ms / 107 ms / 141 ms 
TCP Port 1081: 107 ms / 107 ms / 107 ms 
UDP Port 16384: 109 ms / 109 ms / 109 

Review and send result from tool to AT&T support via email
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Network Assessment process: step 11b

After selecting,
“Click here to email results to 
support team” follow step 1 & 2

1. Change the email address to you AT&T support contact

2. Please type in your company



Network Assessment process: step 12
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If the circle color is yellow, please re-run 
the Network Assessment Tool.

If the same results are received, please 
contact your Network Administer to 
determine if adjustments are needed to 
your LAN or broadband environment for 
VoIP service. 

AT&T Collaborate may work with yellow
results but it may not provide optimal 
quality voice calls. Class of service or 
increased bandwidth may be required to 
support the traffic in your network. 

See more helpful tips in Suggested Areas 
of Improvement section (page 28-36)



Network Assessment process: step 13

If the circle color for any test is red, please 
re-run the Network Assessment Tool.

If the test result remains red, please 
contact your Network Administer to 
determine the adjustments required to 
your LAN or broadband environment for 
quality VoIP service.  

AT&T Collaborate may work with your 
network, even with the red conditions, but 
the voice quality may be degraded if the
red conditions are not resolved. Class of 
Service or increased bandwidth likely will 
be required to support the traffic in your 
network. 

See more helpful tips in Suggested Areas 
of Improvement section (page 28-36)
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Network Assessment process: step 14

If the circle color for any test is white, 
please re-run the Network Assessment 
Tool.

If the test result remains white, please 
contact your Network Administer to 
determine the adjustments required to 
your LAN or broadband environment for 
quality VoIP service.  

AT&T Collaborate may work with your 
network, even with the white conditions, 
but the voice quality may be degraded if 
the white conditions are not 
resolved. Class of Service or increased 
bandwidth likely will be required to 
support the traffic in your network. 

See more helpful tips in Suggested Areas 
of Improvement section (page 28-36).
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Firewall

If your firewall are blocked in the summary Tab, 
please follow the instructions in Customer 
Configuration Guide. 

See more helpful tips in suggested areas of 
Improvement section (page 28-36).

If you receive a red circle, the Network Assessment 
Tool cannot reach the Broadband Internet 
connection.  Either the Firewall is blocking the test 
or the Broadband Internet connection is not 
working.
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Network Assessment process: step 15

https://www.att.com/ecms/dam/att/business/help/pdf/ATT_Collaborate_Customer_Configuration_Guide.pdf


Suggested Areas of Improvements

Red, Yellow and White circles on the summary page



Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page

These improvements allow Collaborate to provide an excellent service.  

The Network Assessment Tool is not recommended to be used with AVPN networks.

1. Firewall: If one or more of the 29 ports tests on the Firewall fails… (Red, White or Yellow circles on the 
summary page):
✓ Please engage your Firewall vendor to open the layer 4 ports that failed. Firewalls can exist as 

appliances anywhere within the LAN environment.  A Firewall can also sometimes exist outside 
the LAN, in the case of cloud-based Firewall services.

✓ A Firewall can also exist as a software service on any networking device in the LAN.  The layer-3 
routing devices can have active Firewalls or Access Control Lists (ACL) that prevent this VOIP 
traffic from working with Collaborate.  Examples of routing devices that contain software 
Firewalls are: MIS CE router, MIS virtual CE router, AT&T Business Internet Service Residential 
Gateway (RG), SOHO (Small Office Home Office) Wi-Fi router, or load balancer, etc.

✓ The Personal Computer (PC) could have its own Firewall.  The software/hardware provider 
would need to make changes to allow the necessary ports to work with Collaborate.  Note that 
a personal computer software Firewall only needs to be changed to allow the NAT Tool itself to 
pass, but will never affect the actual SIP service of any phone on the network, as no phone 
traffic will pass through or get filtered by a PC’s firewall.
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2. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) ALG (Firewall):  SIP ALG can be detected some of the time using the 
Network Assessment Tool (VOIP TAB).  A positive (“y”) to this field showing the presence of a SIP ALG 
can be assumed to be correct all the time.  But a negative (“n”) showing the absence of a SIP is not 
necessarily correct.  There is always a chance that the SIP ALG was just not detected by this test. SIP 
ALG must be turned off to work with Collaborate. Devices that might have a software Firewall in it 
(except the PC itself) can also support SIP ALG.  If Network Assessment Tool test shows a “N” for SIP 
ALG, we need all these CPE devices checked.  If the test displays “Y”,  please do the following:

✓ Turn off SIP ALG in all layer 3 devices (Residential Gateway, Firewall, SOHO router, CE router) in 
the LAN.

✓ Activate Secure Signaling on all SIP end user devices in the Collaborate portal.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



3. Jitter: If this is in the red (failure – outside of acceptable jitter variance) or yellow (warning – on the 
verge of acceptable jitter variance), advise the following: 

✓ The Network Assessment Tool can be tested over a Wi-Fi connection or a hard-wired to a LAN 
switch. Please use an Ethernet cable to connect its PC to an available port on an Ethernet LAN 
switch prior to re-running the Network Assessment Tool.  

✓ The Network Assessment Tool will not work on a VPN connection.
✓ If summary screens still shows red, yellow or white circles, please increase the bandwidth on 

the ISP circuit itself.  If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when 
available.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 
LAN (layer 2) switches. Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement 
options; upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an 
option.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the 
LAN to ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex connections.  
If necessary, may have to hard code the speed and duplex settings on each side of the 
aggregate link.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) within the LAN; check for Broadcast storms and bridging loops.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Hire AT&T’s LAN consulting group, (ICE) or any 3rd party network 
engineer to perform professional LAN analysis and correct all Network Assessment Tool issues.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



4. Packet Loss: If this is in the red (failure – outside of acceptable jitter variance) or yellow (warning –
on the verge of acceptable jitter variance), advise the following: 

✓ The Network Assessment Tool can be tested over a Wi-Fi connection or a hard-wired to a LAN 
switch. Please use an Ethernet cable to connect its PC to an available port on an Ethernet LAN 
switch prior to re-running the Network Assessment Tool.  

✓ The Network Assessment Tool will not work on a VPN connection.
✓ If summary screens still shows red, yellow or white circles, please increase the bandwidth on 

the ISP circuit itself.  If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when 
available.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 
LAN (layer switches). Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement options; 
upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an option.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the 
LAN to ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex 
connections.  If necessary, you may need to hard code the speed and duplex settings on each 
side of the aggregate link.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) within the LAN; check for Broadcast storms and bridging loops.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  AT&T offers a consulting group, ICE for a FEE or Hire a 3rd-party 
network engineer to do a professional LAN analysis.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



5. MOS Score: Mean Opinion Score is a generic scoring of the overall quality of the call.  Overall quality 
is the final factor taking all factors into consideration.  If yellow or red:

✓ The Network Assessment Tool can be tested over a Wi-Fi connection or a hard-wired to a LAN 
switch. Please use an Ethernet cable to connect its PC to an available port on an Ethernet LAN 
switch prior to re-running the Network Assessment Tool.  

✓ The Network Assessment Tool will not work on a VPN connection.
✓ If summary screens still shows red, yellow or white circles, please increase the bandwidth on 

the ISP circuit itself.  If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when 
available.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 
LAN (layer 2) switches. Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement 
options; upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an 
option.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the 
LAN to ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex 
connections.  If necessary, you may have to hard code the speed and duplex settings on each 
side of the aggregate link.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) within the LAN; check for Broadcast storms and bridging loops.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  AT&T offers a consulting group, ICE for a FEE or Hire a 3rd-party 
network engineer to do a professional LAN analysis.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



6. Download Speed: If this is a yellow or red circle:
✓ Increase the bandwidth on the ISP circuit itself.  Purchase a dedicated minimum service level 

from the ISP.  (Use a synchronous circuit with equal upload/download speeds.) 
✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the 

LAN to ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex connections.  
If necessary, hard code the speed and duplex settings on each side of the aggregate link.

7. Upload Speed: In an asynchronous circuit, the lower of the two speeds (upload vs. download) is the 
limiting factor for two-way RTP applications such as VoIP and Video.  This determines the number of 
simultaneous calls, along with other factors.  If this is yellow or red circle….
✓ Increase the bandwidth on the ISP circuit itself.  Purchase a dedicated minimum service level 

from the ISP.  (Use a synchronous circuit with equal upload/download speeds.) 
✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Engage your LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the LAN to 

ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex connections.  If 
necessary, hard code the speed and duplex settings on each side of the aggregate link.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



8. Download Capacity: Capacity tests run multiple application connections simultaneously to also 
incorporate RTP applications where frame order is important.  If this shows yellow or red circles:
✓ Increase the bandwidth on the ISP circuit itself.  Purchase a dedicated minimum service level 

from the ISP.  (Use a synchronous circuit with equal upload/download speeds.)
✓ If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when available
✓ Please investigate a Traffic Shaper at the head end of the LAN, such as an EdgeMarc 3700, to 

enforce COS in the outbound direction.
✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 

LAN (layer 2) switches. Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement 
options; upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an 
option.

9. Upload Capacity:  Capacity tests run multiple application connections simultaneously to also 
incorporate RTP applications where frame order is important.  If this shows yellow or red circles…
✓ Increase the bandwidth on the ISP circuit itself.  Purchase a dedicated minimum service level 

from the ISP.  (Use a synchronous circuit with equal upload/download speeds.)
✓ If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when available.  If non-

AT&T, contact provider to see if COS is available and install COS if it is.
✓ Please investigate using a Traffic Shaper at the head end of the LAN, such as an EdgeMarc 

3700, to enforce COS in the outbound direction.
✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 

LAN (layer 2) switches. Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement 
options; upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an 
option.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



10. Quality of Service:  If yellow or red:
✓ The Network Assessment Tool can be tested over a Wi-Fi connection or a hard-wired to a LAN 

switch. Please use an Ethernet cable to connect its PC to an available port on an Ethernet LAN 
switch prior to re-running the Network Assessment Tool.  

✓ The Network Assessment Tool will not work on a VPN connection.
✓ If using AT&T as the transport, please install Class of Service (COS) when available.
✓ Please investigate using a Traffic Shaper at the head end of the LAN, such as an EdgeMarc 

3700, to   enforce COS in the outbound direction
✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION: Please engage the LAN switch vendor to enforce QOS on the Ethernet 

LAN (layer  switches. Low-end (unmanaged) switches will not have QOS enforcement options; 
upgrading to managed switches and properly configuring QOS enforcement is an option.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check aggregate links in the 
LAN to ensure they are negotiating Fast Ethernet or better speeds and full duplex 
connections.  If necessary, you may have to hard code the speed and duplex settings on each 
side of the aggregate link.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  Please engage the LAN switch vendor to check Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) within the LAN; check for Broadcast storms and bridging loops.

✓ COMPLEX SOLUTION:  AT&T offers a consulting group, ICE for a FEE or Hire a 3rd-party network 
engineer to do a professional LAN analysis.
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Suggested improvement areas 
Red, yellow or white circles on summary page



Frequently asked definitions 



Frequently asked definitions (FAD)

Bandwidth - Is the maximum rate at which your network can transfer data. It’s one of the key factors in the 
overall network assessment since it determines how many concurrent phone calls a connection can handle.  
Bandwidth is measured by the download and upload speed – the rate information travels to and from the 
user’s computer. Whichever number is lower is the bandwidth.

Delay - Is caused when packets of data (voice) take more time than expected to reach their destination. This 
causes some disruption is the voice quality.  Also see latency.

Packet Loss - Packet loss plays a key role in the quality of VoIP connections, as high packet loss causes some 
of the voice data not to arrive to the recipient. Packet loss occurs when voice packets are discarded by the 
jitter buffer or dropped by network routers/switches due to high congestion.

Latency - Is the time between the moment a voice packet is transmitted and the moment it reaches its 
destination.  Increased latency leads to delay and eventually to echo.  It is caused by slow network links.  
One direction latency is the time taken for the packet to travel one way from the source to the destination.  
Round-trip latency is the time taken for the packet to travel to and from the destination, back to the source. 
In fact, it is not the same packet that travels back, but an acknowledgement.  Latency is measured in 
milliseconds (MS) - thousandths of seconds. A latency of 150ms is barely noticeable so is acceptable.

Jitter-is a key measure of VoIP quality. Jitter refers to is the variation in time between packets sent and 
packets arriving caused by network difficulties such as route changes, congestion, packet loss, traffic 
regulators etc. VoIP works by sending voice data as a stream of packets from source to destination. These 
packets can take a varying amount of time to reach the destination and invariably do not arrive in the order 
in which they were sent.
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Frequently asked definitions (FAD) continued

Jitter-continued…
For a VoIP telephone call to work well the packets sent from the source must arrive within a certain time 
window (or 'buffer') in order for the receiving end to reassemble the packets in the correct order and 
reproduce the spoken words. When there is excessive jitter the time delay is too long (high latency) and 
packets arrive outside the time window and get lost from the call (discarded). As a result, the recomposed 
sound no longer reflects exactly what was sent, and depending of the extent of the delay may not be 
understandable by the recipient. The test measures the level of jitter on a connection and reports the 
associated level of VoIP sound quality.

MOS or Mean Opinion Score, is a numeric measure used for VoIP, indicating the sound quality at the 
receiving end of a communication circuit. Although the score is subjective it provides a widely-used method 
to rate the quality of voice communication in a simple way that meaningful to end users. The score is 
normally between 1 and 5 with 5 being the best. 

The line quality and measures the highest MOS that a connection can achieve. The MOS value is reported in 
the  summary tab once a connection test completes, a VoIP simulation that drops below 3.5 is considered 
poor quality, a measure of 4.2-4.5 is considered good quality. 

MOS Quality
5 Excellent-Imperceptible
4 Good-Perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair-Slightly annoying
2 Poor- Annoying
1 Bad-Very annoying
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